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PARKING NEWS IS LIFE

In case you missed our first issue, this is just a quick
note to say hi. We're so glad you could join us. And of
course a warm welcome back if you're here for round
2.

This is your guide to the top 5 happenings in and
around parking over the past three months. So grab an
espresso because that all you'll have time for in our
short and sweet summary.

WHAT IS THIS?
It's our almost-new publication that keeps you ahead of the curb

THIS QUARTER'S
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We had a blast in New Orleans this year - and it looks like we weren't the only
ones! Missed any of the action? Read our summary here!

IPI 2017
One of the best parts about the expo
hall was the diversity of booths. At
ParkPlus, we even had a crawfish
cutout! See the pics here.
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WEBINARS
There's always something new to learn in the
parking industry. Here are a few of our trusted
sources to keep you up to date:
Gartner - technology topics applicable to your business
Transportation Radio - podcasts covering everything transportation
Women In Parking - quarterly seminars for professional development
NPA - sessions specific to parking that also count towards CAPP
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SPORTS CHAMPIONSHIPS
Top 5 Major League Sports Attendance, 2016 Season
Sports might not appear to
be related to parking on the
surface. But when you
consider the volume of
people attending games each
year, the attendance figures
speak for themselves:

73,500,000

55,125,000

36,750,000

141,771,455 people attended
games in the top 5 major
leagues in 2016.
Further reading:
1. This IPI article on security
& parking at events
2. ParkPlus solutions for
special event parking
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NHL stats: http://www.hockey-reference.com/friv/attendance.cgi
NBA: http://www.nba.com/article/2017/04/13/nba-breaks-all-time-attendance-record-third-straight-season
NFL: http://www.pro-football-reference.com/years/2016/attendance.htm
MLB: http://www.baseballpilgrimages.com/attendance/major-league-2016.html
MLS: http://soccerstadiumdigest.com/2016-mls-attendance/
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VISION ZERO
Vision zero advocates that no loss of
life on roadways is acceptable. This
Swedish-born movement is working
to eliminate death and serious injury
on roadways around the world. Here
are some ways to get involved:
In Canada: Read safety tips, watch a
video explaining the movement, or
get a sticker to show your support.

In the US: Check out the map of
cities already involved, read sample
action plans, or sign up for the
newsletter and stay up to date.
Advocate Institute: Get the book,
access research, or take the pledge.
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SMART CITIES

Cities now communicate with people & things to
empower decision making and efficient resource
use.
We’r e seeing the concept applied in the parking industry, with licence plate recognition
and parking guidance systems integrating with better sensors, generating big data,
making the data open, and transforming it into pieces of information pertinent to a wide
swath of users.
Read our take on applying the technology here.
Interested in the bigger picture? IEEE offers a great series of articles on a wide range of
city services being touched by Smart City technology. Click here to read the curated list.
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